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EVALUATION IN CERL
Evaluation is perhaps the most challenging part of CERL. How do you pinpoint exactly what it your
students learned? Have the involved partners and/or target groups really benefitted from the
collaboration? How do you make these outcomes and benefits visible? How do you express their added
value? Are the yields worth the time and energy used? Under which conditions are resources used most
optimally? We discuss three questions that are important here: why, what and how do you evaluate?
1.

WHY?

Of course, evaluation is initially carried out in order to follow up, adjust & assess the learning process
of your students. But with CERL, the intention is to go just a little further. Academic and non-academic
actors are brought together to learn with, from and for each other and to contribute to social
sustainability and resilience through a collaborative / co-creative learning process.
Purposeful evaluation therefore serves to, on the one hand, clarify the added value of your course for
those directly and indirectly involved (not only students, but also the social partners and target groups,
the education team, colleagues from administrative services, possible sponsors, etc.), and optimise the
effectiveness of your course (ratio between the invested resources and the yields), on the other hand.
Ideally, therefore, not only the learning outcomes at the students’ side, but also the added value for the
societal partners involved and the institutional impact are included in the evaluation strategy of CERL
processes.
Depending on the design and scope of your course, one of these dimensions may weigh more than
another. Student learning will always be a priority focus point. The goal is also to balance the studentcampus-community triangle nicely. CERL as a win-win-win, in other words.
CERL therefore requires a more extensive evaluation strategy than traditional academic teaching and
learning. We use the concept of 'impact measurement' within this regard, where the term ‘impact’ is
defined as 'the change that occurs as a result of your project or course: direct or indirect, intentional or
unintended, positive and negative, in the short, mid-long and long term'.
2. WHAT?
Impact-oriented assessment approaches start from a clear 'change vision' or 'change theory' (see for
example www.impactwizard.eu ). In essence, three things are made explicit herein: (i) the central
PROBLEM, (ii) the STRATEGY used to solve it, and (iii) the RESULTS that one aims at.

Which societal challenge do you want to investigate more closely with your CERL course? Which
problem is central? What is the educational learning strategy that you will use? What is the importance
of the engagement strategy in this context? Which quantitative and qualitative effects do you aim for
in the short, mid-long and long term?
Do you have a clear change vision for your CERL course? Are the problem, approach and results
logically compatible? Are there any unconscious assumptions and/or incorrect assumptions? Is the
problem statement concrete and sufficiently defined? Are the expected results ambitious enough, but
also realistic and manageable? In which way do you take into account the social and institutional
dimension of your CERL course, in addition to the student perspective? How do you measure the impact
achieved? Etc.

FIG. 34: elements of a change vision, after Social Innovation Factory (www.socialeinnovatiefabriek.be)

To describe the intended and achieved impact, we need impact indicators. The so-called Responsible
Research and Innovation (RRI) indicators are an interesting concept in this regard (see the EnRRICH
Tool of Tassone & Eppink, 2016).
RRI is a European framework for ethically responsible and sustainable education, research and
innovation. Within the Horizon 2020 project 'Enhancing Responsible Research and Innovation through
Curricula in Higher Education'. It was translated into competencies that can be pursued and realised
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through CERL strategies. The RRI competencies are in accordance with the European Qualification
Framework (the Bologna objectives for higher education) and the Flemish level descriptors. They can
be associated with VUB’s educational pillars and overlap with the most prevalent quality parameters for
CERL.
Below, the RRI indicators are divided into four interdependent competence domains, which can serve
as a reference to shape and monitor meaningful CERL trajectories:

FUTURE-ORIENTED & TRANSFORMATIVE THINKING and ACTING = the capacity to
anticipate and contribute (in a responsible way) to changing societal contexts; competences
aimed at lifelong learning; self-direction and self-regulation; proactive and disruptive action
and thought
INCLUSIVE & DEMOCRATIC THINKING and ACTING = the capacity to take diverse
perspectives and stakeholders into account while analysing and formulating solutions for
societal challenges; competences aimed at active citizenship; multiperspectivism;
transdisciplinarity and transcultural collaboration and communication
RESPONSIVE & RIGOROUS THINKING and ACTING = the capacity to make thoughtful and
evidence-based decisions in relation to changing societal contexts; competences aimed at
complex problem analysis; responsible leadership; innovation and responsiveness

CRITICAL & REFLEXIVE THINKING and ACTING = the capacity to make well thoughtful and
ethically sound decisions in relation to societal challenges; competences aimed at personal
and situational awareness; ethical and critical action and thought

Operational learning outcomes can be formulated within each of these domains. For examples, see the
EnRRICH toolkit and UNIVER.CITY brainstorm result below. The competence fields can also be translated
into process and product indicators for the evaluation of learning tasks and processes (see e.g. RRI
rubric - Wickson & Carew, 2014) or serve as a starting point for the formulation and evaluation of the
social and institutional effects of CERL processes (see Summary of Impact Indicators, below).
A high-impact CERL trajectory is meaningful on a personal and academic level, fosters social insight,
resilience and transformation and constitutes a relevant and future-proof added value in the curriculum
and/or on the level of the institution.

Of course, it is not possible to evaluate each individual CERL course using these strict quality
requirements. Ambitions and aspirations must be tailored to the context and scope of the course in
question. In the first-phase CERL strategies (EXPOSURE courses, wherein the practical component is
strongly defined, has a short duration and is expert-driven), the realisable impact on the level of the
students, society and institution will be of a completely different nature than that of third-phase CERL
courses (RESPONSIBILITY courses, with a more open, dynamic and participatory approach, where
students work in a more self-directed way, are immersed in and take responsibility for authentic societal
challenges). The minimal goal should be to realise a meaningful ‘deep’ learning trajectory for all
participants.

FIG. 35: Three-phased learning path for CERLs - adapted from Howe, CW et al. (2014)
In contrast to 'superficial learning', 'deep learning' is focused on insightful knowledge acquisition and
the accordance of meaning. Students are challenged to make connections between different theoretical
concepts and models, to formulate and test hypotheses or (their own) beliefs, and to apply acquired
insights in new and abstract situations.
According to Kuh (cited in Bringle, 2017), it is important to have high expectations with regard to student
performance, to pursue a strong commitment and high involvement of students, to provide frequent
feedback, feedforward and reflection moments, to create authentic learning environments and to
formulate concrete, transparent learning objectives.
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To formulate learning objectives (learning outcomes), aligned with the higher education descriptors,
the Structure of Observed Learning Outcomes (SOLO) taxonomy by Biggs & Tang (2007) can serve as
a guideline. The model is shown below with its four levels. At the 'unistructural' and 'multistructural'
levels, superficial learning takes place. Knowledge elements show little coherence and are only
superficially understood or used. Deep learning is demonstrated on the 'relational' and 'transferable'
level. Students succeed in meaningfully linking different knowledge components, integrating them into
new knowledge elements and applying them to known (relational) or unknown (transferable) situations
and problems.

FIG. 36: adjusted SOLO taxonomy, after Biggs & Tang (2007)
Besides formulating the desired learning outcomes, it is important to think about the community goals,
the institutional objectives and the short and longer term societal impact you are expecting from your
CERL strategy. Here as well some concrete indicators should be formulated. The RRI quality indicators
and rubric (Wickson & Carew, 2014) can serve as an inspiration to do so. The framework is illustrated
in the table below. By way of example, a number of indicators are listed in each of the four RRI domains.

FUTURE & CHANGE ORIENTED
= The capacity to anticipate and contribute (in a responsible way)
to changing societal contexts; competences aimed at lifelong
learning; self-direction and self-regulation; proactive and
disruptive action and thought.
learning goal examples:
After completing this course students will be able to…
•
relate the course content to the envisioned transition towards
a sustainable society (Bootcamp Sustainability)
•
actief bij te dragen aan de planning en dagelijkse werking
van organisaties binnen het agogische werkveld (Inleiding tot
de agogische wetenschappen)

INCLUSIVE & DEMOCRATIC
= The capacity to take a diversity of perspectives and stakeholders
into account while analysing and formulating solutions for societal
challenges; competences aimed at active citizenship;
multiperspectivism; transdisciplinary and transcultural collaboration
and communication.

process & product quality indicator examples:
using a solution-oriented and/or innovative approach, considering

learning goal examples:
After completing this course students will be able to…
•
risicovolle gezinssituaties te herkennen, beschrijven en
analyseren (Bruggen Bouwen)
•
een open en onbevooroordeelde houding aan te nemen in
samenwerking met maatschappelijke actoren (WeWithesissen)
process & product quality indicator examples:
applicable to/in different circumstances and/or usable for different

various (future) scenarios, methodologically consistent and sound

stakeholders, principle(s) of mutual and/or collaborative learning

e.g. difficulties that arose during the cooperation process are
discussed in an open and constructive way in the developed end
products, and various scenarios for the future are discussed.

were central to the work process

RESPONSIVE & RIGOROUS
= The capacity to make science/evidence proof decisions in relation
to changing societal contexts; competences aimed at complex
problem analysis; responsible leadership; entrepreneurship.

e.g. The cooperation process was regularly evaluated and
adjusted on the basis of interim findings, the developed end
products are free of stereotyped conceptions and representations.
CRITICAL & REFLEXIVE
= The capacity to make well thought and ethically sound decisions
in relation to societal challenges; competences aimed at personal
and situational awareness; ethical and critical action and thought.

learning goal examples:
After completing this course students will be able to…
•
centrale begrippen en opvattingen uit de agogische
wetenschappen omschrijven, uitleggen en toepassen
(Inleiding tot de agogische wetenschappen)
•
toepassing van ICT af te stemmen op de onderwijsvisie van
een school (Onderwijsinnovatie)

learning goal examples:
After completing this course students will be able to…
•
illustrate how corporate social responsibility is related to
social entrepreneurship business models (Project Social
Entrepreneurship)
•
een bewuste en betrokken houding aan te nemen ten
aanzien van grootstedelijke uitdagingen (Bruggen Bouwen)

process & product quality indicator examples:
being focused on a relevant societal issue, thorough problem

process & product quality indicator examples:
options were critically explored, considering context-specific

analysis, considering the interdependence between the sub-

specificities and constraints, underlying standards, values and

problems and/or causes, social, ecological and economic

possible assumptions, transparent communication about

advantages and disadvantages have been considered

uncertainties and constraints

e.g. During the cooperation process, different solution strategies
are weighed against each other, the end products were realized in
a cost-efficient way, considering the social and ecological impact
of the raw materials used.

e.g. The results presented are reproducible, the products delivered
refer coherently to consulted sources.

FIG. 37: examples of RRI learning goals and quality indicators
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3. HOW?
Although it seems obvious that academic education emphasises on promoting deep learning
approaches, research shows that this often doesn’t happen in practice. On the other hand, it also
appears that the way in which students learn is largely influenceable. Among other things, the
assessment method appears to play a major role in this. In other words, assessment can be designed
in such a way that it stimulates deep and impactful learning.
It is also important that the assessment strategy is in line with the intended learning outcomes and the
educational strategy used. This is a principle called 'constructive alignment', referring to constructivist
learning theories and approaches in which the idea is rooted. The term "‘constructive’ refers to the
constructivist theory that learners use their own activity to construct their knowledge as interpreted
through their own existing schemata”. The concept 'alignment' "refers to establishing a teaching
environment where the teaching activities support and lead to the desired learning outcomes as
evidenced by students’ engagement with the assessment tasks".
Research shows that introducing constructive alignment in higher education can improve both student
satisfaction and learning performance. Biggs and Tang (2007) describe lecturer practices that seem to
be favourable to achieve this.
• Encouraging active interaction amongst students.
• Build on what the students already know.
• Confront students with their misconceptions and changing them.
• Shaping a positive learning atmosphere, allowing learners to learn from mistakes.
• Focus on the depth of knowledge rather than broad coverage of the subject.
• Use teaching and evaluation methods that are aligned to the intended outcomes.
A number of student-related factors also play a role: involvement in the task, sufficient background
knowledge and a well-structured knowledge base, the ability to concentrate on a high conceptual level
and preference for conceptual work instead of working with isolated facts.
Within the context of CERL, the idea of 'constructive alignment' can be expanded. By employing a
targeted and consistent strategy, tools and criteria for the evaluation of the social and institutional
results, geared to the 'change vision' around which your CERL course is built, more impact can be
achieved at all levels.

FIG. 38: constructive alignment in CERL, after Biggs, JB (2003)
Given the complexity of CERL, evaluation requires a variety of assessment methods, tools and levels:
evaluation can be quantitative and/or qualitative, can assess learning outcomes, satisfaction, costbenefit balance, ... at the individual or aggregated level, directly or indirectly. Ideally, evaluation happens
broadly, from three perspectives: student, society and institution. In other words, a 360° evaluation
strategy.
In addition to those responsible for the courses, it is also advisable to voice the participating students,
allow students to provide feedback and learn from each other, and involve your CERL partners or
communities in

the assessment process. Barbara Jacoby lists commonly used CERL assessment

strategies and criteria, provided with pros and cons (Jacoby, 2015). The IMPACT wizard (www.
impactwizard.eu) also offers interesting background literature, practice-oriented instructions and tools
for shaping a well-considered assessment strategy. Furthermore, numerous rubrics can be found that
can serve as instruction, observation, feedback & assessment pointers within the CERL context. The
VALUE rubrics, for example, are an appreciative starting point.
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FIG. 39: examples of classical examinations and more creative CERL output

FIG. 40: Assessment methods in function of intended learning outcomes (Dunn, 2002)
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REFLECTION QUESTIONS
How will I assess the learning outcomes of my CERL course?
How will I evaluate its societal impact?
Which criteria will I use to assess the quality of my CERL partnership(s)?
Which measures will I use to evaluate institutional impact?
Who assesses what, when, with what and for what purpose?

SHARING & CELEBRATING CERL OUTCOMES
When finalising a CERL course, it is important to expose and celebrate project realisations. Stakeholders
and people involved can be brought together for a poster session, exhibition, presentation or other
public event, where achievements, experiences, designs, findings are shared and discussed. You could
also envision a more informal closing moment. In any case, the formal requirements of the assignments
to be delivered need to be taken into consideration beforehand, so that they can be made available
and useful outside of the academic context. During the finalisation phase, collected information and
developed end products must be archived and transferred to the relevant stakeholders. Take time to
thank those involved, to valorise and honour the successes achieved (including the little ones).

FIG. 41: examples of CERL CELEBRATION events
This can be done in various ways: with figures, prizes or special mentions, badges, certificates, references
etc. Of course, the evaluation method and criteria must be transparent, valid, fair and reliable.
To inform sponsors, internal and external stakeholders and interested parties about the successes and
achievements, it may be a good idea to set out a communication strategy, where you use targeted
communication platforms and tools, suitable for reaching out to the targeted audiences: social media,
print, mailing, face-to-face reporting ...
Consider the way in which your message best comes to the forefront. What is the 'big story' that you
want to share with the world, the reason why your project is indispensable and unique? Can you
illustrate this with 'small stories': anecdotes, quotes, etc. that present results, costs, revenues, feelings;
by representing the perceptions of those directly involved as concretely as possible, and by answering
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the question: "what's in it for me"? Can you quote figures to support or illustrate? How many students
and partner organisations took part in your course? How many hours of CERL were delivered? What
were the costs and benefits thereof?
In infographics, achievements and results can be communicated in an impactful way to the outside
world. It is a combination of pictures and figures, the big and small stories. Input from student blogs,
reflection reports, interviews, surveys, pre- and post-knowledge tests, atmospheric images, etc. can be
included.

FIG. 42: infographic on Gender at VUB

REFLECTION QUESTIONS
How will I disseminate the results of my CERL projects?
How will I make them accessible to various audiences?
How will efforts be rewarded and celebrated?
Will performances be expressed in figures, quotes, images, ...?
Will I be using certificates, references, badges, …?
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SUSTAINING & IMPROVING CERL
Once the "lessons learned" have been listed, the successes shared and celebrated, you can start
preparing the next edition. What is needed to make your CERL course more sustainable?
Sustainable quality improvement requires a clear vision, structure, culture, people, resources and results.
Without a clear vision, along with shared and coherent goals, confusion arises. In the absence of
transparent procedures and organisational structures, there is chaos. If the change does not correspond
to the values that are specific to your institution, you will face resistance. If you cannot appeal to people
with the required competencies to implement the desired change, concern arises. If there are insufficient
resources, time or facilities, frustration is created. If the added value of the change is not sufficiently
clear, it is considered useless.

FIG. 43: building blocks for growth & change in organisations (Nieuwenhuis, 2010)
There may be an opportunity in one of these building blocks to improve your CERL course, an
action/intervention that would be helpful for making better use of the available resources and time.
Remember that educational changes often require quite some time to get implemented. Being subject
to various, closely linked influence factors and expectations, make curricula quite rigid and complex.
This is why CERLs should best be embedded in an integrated fashion. “To institutionalise CERL
effectively, CERL must be viewed not as a discrete programme, but as a means to achieve other

important goals of the campus.” (Furco & Holland, 2004). It is therefore not a question of turning
everything upside down, but of reinforcing efforts that are already being made to provide quality
education by applying specific emphases and making targeted changes to the integration of CERL
strategies, for example, by bringing more attention to civic learning, democratic values or diversity
competencies into the training, using more regular or purposefully designed moments of reflection,
striving for reciprocal partnerships or equality in campus community collaborations etc..
When formulating improvement and/or sustainability goals, it is useful to reflect on who has a role to
play, and at what level, in order to achieve these goals. Navigate as broadly as possible, starting with
yourself as an individual professor-researcher (nano level), and moving on to your students, program
or department (micro level), the quality assurance team, administrative services or managers of the
institution (meso level), and, finally, the government actors (macro level). Of course, institution-external
players also play a crucial role in the CERL context: organisation staff, active citizens, policy makers,
sponsors, etc. Who do you need to make your CERL course future-proof?

FIG. 44: CERL ecosystem and actors
Various instruments have been developed to formulate improvement actions and identify actors who
can play an important role in this. The CERL assessment rubrics from Furco et al. (Furco, 1999) and the
EDGE tool from NCCPE (https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/support-engagement/strategy-andplanning/edge-tool) are certainly useful.
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Changes in education do not happen automatically. They often require a lot of time and synchronised
efforts from diverse actors (see also final text Erasmus+ project curriculum design ‘The curriculum in
higher education challenged’, April 2018). Because of this complexity, the integration and
implementation of community engaged learning strategies needs to be realized gradually. Step by step
existing efforts to provide quality education can be reinforced through targeted changes or
enhancements: a more deliberative focus on civic training, introducing democratic values or diversity
competences into existing programmes, building in more frequent or purposefuly designed reflection
activities, movements towards reciprocal partnerships or equality in campus-community collaboration,
etc.
The feedback loops in the proposed CERL framework point out processes necessary for this step-bystep improvements towards sustaining and/or targeted redesigning of CERL initiatives. When
formulating improvement goals, consideration must be given to which persons could or should play
which role and at which level for achieving them.
Again, we can have look at the micro scale (individual teachers, researchers, students), at the meso
scale (interpersonal and institutional level: colleague, program coordinator, research and educational
quality assurance team, administrative services) and at the macro scale (policy actors). Of course,
external actors also play a crucial role in the CERL context: organisational employees, active citizens,
policy-makers, sponsors, etc. All of these are important in making a CERL initiative or offer future-proof.
Sustainable anchoring (institutionalising) of CERL strategies typically occurs at the intersection of topdown and bottom-up processes. When individual lecturers take the initiative to move towards more
engaged learning, sooner or later the question of more synergy and coordinated support will arise.
Top-down processes, promoting the implementation of engaged pedagogies and learning strategies
by targeted, centrally coordinated incentives and actions, cannot get off the ground unless there is
authentic support among the teaching staff, students and social partners.
Institutionalisation benefits not only the sustainability of the CERL initiatives. By considering the
expansion of CERL as a central task/mission of the university, requiring a permanent and targeted
institutional framework, the quality and cost-effectiveness of the named initiatives also increases. But
developing and sustainable embedding of community engaged learning is also labour-intensive.
Courses and/or individual lecturers are not always able to give it sufficient priority and don’t always
have the right networks, background knowledge and/or sufficient resources. Research shows that
typical hurdles for institutionalisation of community engaged research and learning strategies are
related to a shortage of time, knowledge and expertise, budget, institutional and national priority, and
absence of institutional coordination, recognition and valorisation (McIlrath et al, 2016, cited in Europe
Engage report ‘Developing a culture of civic engagement through Service Learning within Higher
Education in Europe, 2017).

REFLECTION QUESTIONS
In what way can the intended results and impact of my CERL project be optimised?
How can efforts and resources be used in an even better way?
What is needed to make my CERL course more sustainable?
Which improvement actions are necessary and / or possible?
Who can and / or must play which role in this?
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FIG. 45: Quality characteristics for CERLs, after Furco, A. (2009), EDGE tool NCCPE (2018)
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COMPLETION OF A CERL PROJECT
Imagine …
Your department is facing budget cuts and needs to rationalize. The educational offer must be
reduced. The program coordinator has asked you and your colleagues to prepare a ‘one minute
pitch’ for the next team meeting, providing arguments about the importance of the course,
module or project you are responsible for. What would you bring forward? How would you
describe the added value of your CERL course? What makes it unique?
Take a moment to formulate some key arguments for your CERL pitch.

In this last module we will look back on the achievements of your CERL strategy. We hope it will
allow you to articulate it’s added value and take targeted action for improving and/or sustaining it.
LEARNING GOALS – participants are able to:
•

Define sound evaluation criteria for CERL strategies

•

Develop an adequate assessment instruments for CERL

•

Implement guidelines for impactful communication about CERL outcomes

•

Formulate suitable actions for quality improvement and sustaining CERL strategies

DELIVERABLES – through the activities of this module we formulate or design:
•

A CERL course sheet (ECTS sheet)

•

CERL goals, evaluation criteria & assessment tools

•

(re)design goals & actions

On the next pages you will find some background information and exercises.

PART ONE - YOUR CERL GOALS
In this first part we will look at the (desired) outcomes of your CERL strategy. Before you start with
the assignments read through the GUIDELINES FOR COMPLETING CERLs and watch our
introduction clip on CERL goals.

LEARNING GOALS
To describe the intended and achieved impact of a CERL project, you need to formulate change
parameters. The Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) indicators are an interesting framework
in that regard (see the EnRRICH Tool of Tassone & Eppink, 2016). RRI is a European framework for
ethically responsible and sustainable education, research and innovation. The framework has been
translated in four interdependent competence domains relevant to CERL processes. The table below
list examples of operational learning outcomes in each of these domain (for more examples, have a
look at the EnRRICH toolkit).
FUTURE & CHANGE ORIENTED THINKING & ACTING
= The capacity to anticipate and contribute (in a responsible way)
to changing societal contexts; competences aimed at lifelong
learning; self-direction and self-regulation; proactive and
disruptive action and thought.
learning goal examples: After completing this course students will
be able to…
•
relate the course content to the envisioned transition towards
a sustainable society (Bootcamp Sustainability)
•
actief bij te dragen aan de planning en dagelijkse werking
van organisaties binnen het agogische werkveld (Inleiding tot
de agogische wetenschappen)
•
sociaal-ethische aspecten verbonden met ICT-gebruik in
onderwijs te omschrijven, herkennen en benoemen
(Onderwijsinnovatie)
•
zich permanent te informeren over en bij te scholen in
nieuwe behandelmethoden (Interprofessioneel onderwijs in
de gezondheidszorg)
RESPONSIVE & RIGOROUS THINKING & ACTING
= The capacity to make science/evidence proof decisions in relation
to changing societal contexts; competences aimed at complex
problem analysis; responsible leadership; entrepreneurship.
learning goal examples: After completing this course students will
be able to…
•
demonstrate insights in and skills for the successful
implementation of sustainability actions (Bootcamp
Sustainability)
•
weloverwogen beslissingen te nemen in het opstellen van
onderzoeksmethode voor participatief onderzoek (WeWithesissen)
•
centrale begrippen en opvattingen uit de agogische
wetenschappen omschrijven, uitleggen en toepassen
(Inleiding tot de agogische wetenschappen)
•
toepassing van ICT af te stemmen op de onderwijsvisie van
een school (Onderwijsinnovatie)

INCLUSIVE & DEMOCRATIC THINKING & ACTING
= The capacity to take a diversity of perspectives and stakeholders
into account while analysing and formulating solutions for societal
challenges; competences aimed at active citizenship;
multiperspectivism; transdisciplinary and transcultural collaboration
and communication.
learning goal examples: After completing this course students will
be able to…
•
evaluate who are most salient stakeholder groups for an
organization (Bootcamp Sustainability)
•
risicovolle gezinssituaties te herkennen, beschrijven en
analyseren (Bruggen Bouwen)
•
een open en onbevooroordeelde houding aan te nemen in
samenwerking met maatschappelijke actoren (WeWithesissen)
•
te functioneren in een multidisciplinair team
(Interprofessioneel onderwijs in de gezondheidszorg)
•
actief en onbevooroordeeld te luisteren naar anderen
(ACTO)
CRITICAL & REFLEXIVE THINKING & ACTING
= The capacity to make well thought and ethically sound decisions
in relation to societal challenges; competences aimed at personal
and situational awareness; ethical and critical action and thought.
learning goal examples: After completing this course students will
be able to…
•
illustrate how corporate social responsibility is related to
social entrepreneurship business models (Project Social
Entrepreneurship)
•
de verschillende rollen van een ICT-coördinator te
beschrijven (Onderwijsinnovatie)
•
develop a strategy for corporate social responsibility
implementations in various types of organisations (Project
Social Entrepreneurship)
•
een bewuste en betrokken houding aan te nemen ten
aanzien van grootstedelijke uitdagingen (Bruggen Bouwen)
•
kritisch te reflecteren over het potentieel en de beperkingen
van ICT-toepassingen in onderwijs (Onderwijsinnovatie)
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On the support page of VUB’s Education & Student Department (Onderwijs en Studentenzaken),
you can find more examples of and guidelines for formulating learning objectives. Try to use active
verbs and state what you want to achieve rather than what you would like to avoid. Always describe
outcomes from the student's perspective. Be as explicit as possible on the context, degree of
autonomy and responsibility that you aim at. Formulate SMART outcomes, in other words. Preferably
CERL learning outcomes are competence-oriented, not only focusing on acquiring and applying
knowledge (so-called cognitive learning), but also on the affective and physical (or psycho-motor)
learning domains.

ASSIGNMENT 1 - your CERL learning goals
List 3 to 5 learning goals that are central to your CERL strategy. Pick those that are clearly related to
the engagement activities of your course. Can you map them on the RRI-framework?

•

•

•

•

COMMUNITY GOALS
CERLs entail collaborative teaching and learning, bringing together a variety of stakeholders, getting
impacted in a multitude of ways. Thus, when formulating CERL goals, we should not only focus on
the intended benefits for our students. You should also try to articulate the desired impact for the
involved community partners. The sustainable development goals (SDGs) are an interesting
reference for defining the context and community goals of your CERL strategy. Each of these global
challenges has a local equivalent that can be examined within the context of your CERL course. Most
of them, can be addressed in our immediate, Brussels environment.

ASSIGNMENT 2 - your CERL community goals
Describe the (intended) community benefit of your CERL strategy. Who are the people involved in
your CERL project? How are they benefitting from the engagement activities of your students? In
what way do the engagement activities help realize the community goals of your CERL course?

CAMPUS GOALS
Research shows that CERLs are capable of improving academic core activities both quantitatively
well as qualitatively. They offer a means for enhancing student learning, satisfaction and involvement,
are a means to increase the number of community-based research projects and outreach activities,
stimulate university policies and procedures to be more inclusive and democratic, help designing
and delivering more sustainable and mutually beneficial campus-community partnerships, etc. In
what way are your CERL activities beneficial for our university?

ASSIGNMENT 3 - your institution CERL goals
Describe the institutional goals of your CERL strategy. Try to be specific and/or illustrate with
concrete examples.

FURTHER READINGS & USEFUL TOOLS:
•

CERL ECTS Sheet

•

CERL learning goals

•

Online Learning Objective Generator

•

SMART goals tutorial

•

Sustainability Competences

•

CERL benefits
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PART TWO - YOUR ASSESSMENT & CELEBRATION STRATEGY
In this part we will look at the assessment and celebration strategy of your CERL course. Before
you start with the assignments, it might be useful to watch the introduction clips on assessment
and celebration in CERL.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Evaluation is perhaps the most challenging part of CERL. How do you reveal what your students
have learned? Have the involved partners and/or target groups really benefitted from the
engagement activities? How do you make this benefit visible, how do you express its added value?
Given the complexity of CERL, evaluation requires a variety of assessment methods, tools and levels:
evaluation can be quantitative and/or qualitative, can assess learning outcomes, student satisfaction,
cost-benefit balance, can be carried out to monitor or grade the learning process, reveal community
benefits and impact, can take place at the individual or group level, etc.

ASSIGNMENT 4 - your CERL assessment strategy
How will the learning process of your students be documented throughout the CERL process? Plot
all assignments on the timeline below. Are these individual (I) or groups (G) assignments? Mark all
assignments that will be used in the final evaluation of your students in bold. Underline those
assignemnts where students provide each other feedback. Put assignemts that will be reviewed by
the CERL partner in italic.

STUDENT ASSIGNMENTS BEFORE THE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES:
•
•
•
STUDENT ASSIGNMENTS DURING THE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES:
•
•
•
STUDENT ASSIGNMENTS AFTER THE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES:
•
•
•

ASSIGNMENT 5 - your CERL celebration strategy
How will you share your CERL project outcomes and reward all actors involved? Are you planning a
celebration event? Are you disseminating your CERL results on an online platform, in a journal, etc. ?
Who is the target audience of this dissemination? How will you mobilize or involve them for/in the
closing of your CERL project?

FURTHER READINGS & USEFUL TOOLS:
•

CERL assessment strategies

•

VUB compendium Online evaluation strategies

•

CERL evaluation matrix

•

CERL VALUE rubrics

•

NCCPE framework for assessing students in CERL

•

RRI process and product indicators

•

CERL project evaluation surveys & checklists

•

IMPACT wizard
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PART THREE - YOUR IMPROVEMENT STRATEGY
In this last section, let’s have a look at what could be improved in order to make your CERL
strategy more efficient and sustainable. Before starting with the assignments, have a look at our
introduction clip on CERL improvement strategies.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
To express both the specificities of CERLs as well as VUB’s unique interpretation of and ambition
with engaged pedagogies, a set of nine (3x3) design principles have been formulated.
A first set highlights the AUTHENTIC character of CERLs. CERL strategies are about teaching and
learning about and in real-life contexts. Design and evaluation meet academic standards. They are
rigorous and robust and in accordance with our institution’s research expertise and agenda: CERLs
are both research driven and promoting.
The second set highlights the COLLABORATIVE character of CERLs. CERL strategies are about active
& collaborative learning. In order to allow participation of diverse stakeholders, CERLs need to be
inclusive & democratic. Knowledge development and sharing take place free from dogma and
encourage a critical & reflexive attitudes.
A last set highlights the TRANSFORMATIVE character of CERLs. CERL strategies aim at individual and
collective benefits. They are future & change oriented and focus on learning as a process and not
just the achievements or results at the end.

ASSIGNMENT 6 - your CERL barometer
Have a look at the nine design principles for CERL strategies. To what extend are they applicable
to your CERL course at this stage? In how far are they important or do they seem relevant for your
course? Mark the ‘level of achievement’ and the ‘level of importance’ in the graph below. The
centre of the graph stands for low levels.

Based on this analysis, what are the strengths of your CERL practice and what could be improved?
STRENGTHS: What is working well right now? What are you most proud off?

OPPORTUNITIES: What opportunities could you make use of to strengthen your CERL course?

ASPIRATIONS: What would you want to change? What (re)design actions are needed?

RESOURCES: Who could help support these improvements? What resources do we need?

FURTHER READINGS & USEFUL TOOLS:
•

CERL (re)design canvas & timeline

•

CERL self-assessment

•

CERL design principles

•

CERL checklist

•

Curricular spider web model Van den Akker

•

The future is a foreign country – Beleidsnota 2020 C. Pauwels

•

European Framework for Community Engaged Education Policy Brief & Framework

We hope these preparatory assignments have been helpful to articulate strengths and
points of improvement for your CERL strategy. We look forward to share experiences and
thoughts in our live session / webinar.

See you then!
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